We are now Refinitiv, formerly the Financial and Risk business of Thomson Reuters. We’ve set a bold course for the future – both ours and yours – and are introducing our new brand to the world.

As our brand migration will be gradual, you will see traces of our past through documentation, videos, and digital platforms.

Thank you for joining us on our brand journey.
Improve your connectivity and manage your costs

With Thomson Reuters Autex Trade Route

Autex Trade Route grants you access to one of the world’s largest FIX order routing networks, providing connectivity to over 850 buy-side firms and 600 executing brokers and venues that delivers order flow in excess of 40 billion shares per day.

How does Autex Trade Route help you manage your costs?

- Thomson Reuters offers a FIX Connectivity Incentive Program that enables you to manage your costs, enhance your connectivity, and optimize your trading
- When we help you connect to brokers, you receive monthly credits that can be used toward new or existing Thomson Reuters spend for every new broker connection
- You’ll then receive the monthly credit for the life of those connections

Why do over 850 buy-side firms use Thomson Reuters Autex Trade Route?

- Access to one of the widest range of order types from single order to baskets and broker-supplied algorithms
- Unrivalled network visibility of connections, utilization and order metrics – a one-stop-shop for monitoring connectivity and measuring order flow
- Multiple asset classes with support for equities, options and futures as well as FX and fixed income trades
- Tight integration with OMS and EMS providers for easier on-boarding
Get more value from your FIX order routing network

Thomson Reuters now features an innovative application in Eikon that streamlines the workflow of directing trades into the market and maximizes the value of your order-routing by leveraging the data into a pre-trade decision support tool: Buy-Side Optimized Workflow.

Enter any listed stock into the dashboard on the Eikon desktop to see:

- Your personalized 30-day trade history from Autex Trade Route
- A 30-day chart with your trades plotted
- Top analyst ranking component that identifies the best analysts based on their StarMine® score for the selected security
- Current Day’s Active Indications of Interest from Autex
- Which brokers have traded the most volume in the selected stock today and over the past 20 days

Within Eikon, simply type `<Ticker Symbol>` BOW into the Eikon search box.

Now you are informed and ready to trade.

Focus on execution management and monitor the market closely as you trade, with Thomson Reuters Eikon™ and Thomson Reuters REDI®.

Thomson Reuters REDI provides an award-winning EMS that offers cross-asset trading functionality, powerful workflow and compliance tools, and rich analytics via desktop application, cloud, mobile, or API. Orders can be routed via Thomson Reuters Autex Trade Route.

REDI® is a registered trademark in the United States and other countries throughout the world. Approved for distribution in the United States by REDI Global Technologies LLC, member FINRA, and in the United Kingdom by REDI Technologies Ltd (FCA # 612490). This communication is marketing material and is not intended to be a recommendation, solicitation, or offer to buy or sell any financial instrument. Options involve risk and are not suitable for all investors. For more information on the risk of trading options, please refer to the Option Clearing Corporation’s “Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options.”